THE ESSENTIAL OPENTEXT CEM COMPANION
Managing a complex OpenText Customer
Experience Management installation can be
challenging. Siterise unifies and simplifies
all of your OpenText Web Experience
Management, Portal, and Tempo Social
environments, providing single-console
access to Development, Staging, and
Production. Developers will move faster.
Operations teams will work safer. Managers will save time and money. Rise above your
CEM challenges – download Siterise today!

SITERISE AT A GLANCE
FEATURES:

BENEFITS:

Comparison

Troubleshoot problems and increase certainty with deployments by comparing all assets
on Development, Staging, and Production. The merge facility lets you quickly transfer files
and the two-pane editor lets you compare selectively merge individual differences.

Source Control
Integration

Tightly manage your deployments with the integrated source control system that allows
teams to work together efficiently and avoid the problems of lost code and having multiple
developers working on the same project.

Drill Down and
Search

Browse through all of your assets across your entire site network and quickly access
images, code, and configuration. Search through all of your assets no matter where are.
Siterise indexes your components so they can be found quickly.

Drag-andDrop

Siterise lets you drag and drop components from instance to instance or to your desktop,.
Get your work done faster with less frustration.

Targeted
Deployments

Reduce downtime and risk by using Siterise to create custom deployment packages and
eliminate the need to perform full site export and imports.

In-Line Editing

Be more productive by using a syntax-highlighted source editor to quickly make changes
to JSP, XSL, HTML, JavaScript, CSS, PBD, and any configuration files or properties.

Component
Repackaging

Reduce downtime and risk by creating a right-sized deployment packages, eliminating
monolithic full site import/exports.

Read/Write

Siterise helps you protect your critical production assets by allowing you to control
different levels of access to different parts of your environment.

Configuration

Configuration files and database-persisted properties can be graphically modified in the
highlighted editor. Cross instance configurations can be compared, synchronized, and
merged.

Analytics

Gain access to valuable usage charts and reports without sending data to third-party
systems. Expose back-end system diagnostic metrics.

Application
Server Control

Manage your Application Server restarts via scriptable controls that work with processes
that you already have in place.

Monitoring

Siterise monitors your log outputs from a central, searchable, color-coded log viewer.
Exceptions jump out in bright red, quickly highlighting problems.

Web
Experience
Management

Use Siterise to make changes to your WEM Display Templates. Making modifications to
JSP and XSL display views with the inline editor is a snap, allowing you to see and tweak
your changes instantly.

Tempo Social
Integration

Tempo Social installs over 70 different portlets into the OpenText Portal. Siterise helps
you manage that complexity, especially as changes are needed.

Other Portlets

Control both Content Server and Media Manager portlets from a single location and
control how they are deployed to your portal.

